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Abstract: The mechanism (s) that drive the organization of bone mineral throughout the bone
extracellular matrix remain unclear. The long-standing theory implicates the organic matrix,
namely specific non-collagenous proteins and/or collagen fibrils, while a recent theory proposes
a self-assembly mechanism. Applying a combination of spectroscopic and microscopic techniques
in wet and dry conditions to bone-like hydroxyapatite nanoparticles that were used as a proxy for
bone mineral, we confirm that mature bone mineral particles have the capacity to self-assemble into
organized structures. A large quantity of water is present at the surface of bone mineral due to the
presence of a hydrophilic, amorphous surface layer that coats bone mineral nanoparticles. These water
molecules must not only be strongly bound to the surface of bone mineral in the form of a rigid
hydration shell, but they must also be trapped within the amorphous surface layer. Cohesive forces
between these water molecules present at the mineral–mineral interface not only hold the mature
bone mineral particles together, but also promote their oriented stacking. This intrinsic ability of
mature bone mineral particles to organize themselves without recourse to the organic matrix forms
the foundation for the development of the next generation of orthopedic biomaterials.
Keywords: bone mineral; bone biomineralization; bone hydroxyapatite; bone mineral organization;
amorphous surface layer; solid-state NMR; cryogenic TEM; mineral–water interactions

1. Introduction
Understanding the mechanism (s) that drive the organization of mature bone mineral
nanoparticles throughout the bone extracellular matrix is a long-standing objective [1–4]. It will
not only enhance our understanding of bone biomineralization, but will also provide design principles
for the next generation of alloplasts for bone regeneration. Although bone mineral nanoparticles
may be needle-shaped at early stages [5], mature bone mineral nanoparticles are in the form of
elongated platelets with irregular shapes and dimensions [5–8]: ~1–5 nm in thickness, ~10–40 nm
in width, and ~20–100 nm in length. Their internal chemical composition and structure is in the
form of hydroxyl-deficient [9,10] carbonated [11,12] hydroxyapatite [13] with a hexagonal crystalline
structure [14]. In contrast, they possess a distinct surface layer that can be described as hydrated [15,16]
and rich in monohydrogen-phosphate ions [17], whose chemical structure is analogous to amorphous
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calcium phosphate (ACP) [18]. About half of the volume of bone mineral platelets is not in the
form of hydroxyapatite, since roughly 50% of the inorganic phosphate ions that compose them
are present within the amorphous surface layer [19,20]. Further, the platelet morphology does not
reflect the hexagonal symmetry of hydroxyapatite. Hence, it makes no sense here to use Miller
indices notation for denoting crystal planes, as it would wrongly suggest that they are single crystals.
Accordingly, we considered these bone mineral platelets as simple geometrical objects to describe their
organization. Throughout the bone extracellular matrix, the elongated direction of the mineral platelets
is preferentially aligned over micrometers along the long axis of the type I collagen fibrils [5,21–23]
that compose the extracellular organic matrix together with different types of biomacromolecules.
Locally, but sometimes also over tens of nanometers or more, the mineral platelets are not only aligned
with each other but are also arranged side-by-side, respectively parallel and perpendicular to their
elongated direction. In such a configuration, the largest side faces of the platelets are facing each other,
while their smallest side faces together with their basal faces are where adjacent platelets presumably
assemble to form “a mosaic composed of interlocking crystal tiles” [24]. This organization model,
which is sometimes described as a “deck of cards” [25] or a “brick wall” [26] structure, is a satisfying
approximation but is oversimplified, since slight misorientations of the mineral platelets occur both
parallel [25] and perpendicular [27] to their elongated direction.
Regarding the mechanism (s) that drive this organization, the long-standing theory implicates
the extracellular organic matrix. The earliest scenario depicts the action of specific endogenous
biomacromolecules: the non-collagenous proteins (NCPs), and especially those that possess a regular
secondary structure. Among them, dentin matrix protein 1 (DMP-1), whose C-terminal domain adopts
a β-sheet secondary structure once bound with calcium ions [28], has raised particular interest. It was
shown that, in vitro, DMP-1 not only can template hydroxyapatite crystals’ nucleation and growth [29],
but also can induce their organization into “parallel arrays” [30,31]. In practice, this scenario supposes
a template-induced nucleation of the mineral phase that is mediated by immobilized proteins whose
nucleation sites are “arranged in a periodic pattern which matches lattice parameters of certain planes
in the forming crystal” [26]. In such a configuration, it is proposed that the bone mineral precursors
are periodically deposited along the organized backbone of the involved proteins, while successive
epitaxial growth steps allow for their propagation throughout the bone extracellular matrix in an
oriented manner. This mechanism was nicely illustrated by Elia Beniash [26] (Figure 8 in the cited
article). However, this earliest scenario was questioned as soon as co-oriented bone-like mineral
platelets were observed within type I collagen fibrils using a protocol devoid of NCPs [25]. In this
in vitro model of bone biomineralization, a single achiral polymer was used as a proxy for NCPs for
directing the mineralization process: poly-(α,β)-DL-aspartic acid. Since this polymer does not possess
a regular secondary structure, the authors of the study considered an alternative scenario in which
“collagen serves as the primary template of crystal orientation” [25]. This alternative scenario was
later confirmed by other groups in additional studies [32–37], especially when the co-orientation of
bone-like mineral platelets within a network of type I collagen fibrils in a very similar manner to that
observed in bone was achieved in the absence of NCPs or polymer additives [38]. How type I collagen
drives the long-range uniaxial orientation of bone and bone-like mineral platelets in vivo and in vitro,
respectively, was subject to discussion. The role of the stereochemical configuration of fibrillar type I
collagen in or near its gap and overlap zones, that is “the composition and location of its specific amino
acid residues and charges” [39], has been pointed out [40]. It was identified early on as “favorable for
the induction of hydroxyapatite crystallization” [41], and was later described as “critical in directing
apatite nucleation, crystal size and shape, orientation and alignment” [39]. Citrate molecules have also
raised interest. It has not only been proposed that a significant amount of them are strongly bound
to the surface of bone mineral nanoparticles [42], but it has also been suggested that they can link
adjacent bone mineral nanoparticles together [43] in an oriented manner [44]. A simple confinement
effect [45,46] within the type I collagen fibrils may also be envisaged, since it was shown to drive
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the chemical structure of the mineral nanoparticles at their early stages of formation [20], while the
“orientation of hydroxyapatite crystals can be achieved by confinement alone” [45].
Last, another unexpected scenario should also be considered, since it was recently proposed
that interstitial water at the mineral–mineral interface not only induces the aggregation but also
drives the organization of bone mineral nanoparticles [15]. This is particularly meaningful for the
mineral structures external to the collagen fibrils, which may represent from approximately 30% [4] to
70% [21] of the mineral matrix, and for which collagen cannot directly serve as a template for their
organization. Here, we aim to confirm that this last scenario occurs during bone biomineralization.
To this end, various synthetic calcium phosphate samples with a different structure or morphology
were investigated in aqueous media using a combination of electron imaging and solid-state nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy. Among these synthetic samples, a bone-like hydroxyapatite
sample was used as a proxy for mature bone mineral. Particularly, we not only show how water
interacts with the distinct surface of bone mineral nanoparticles, but we also discuss the mechanism (s)
that can lead to their organization without recourse to non-collagenous proteins, collagen, or citrate.
2. Materials and Methods
Nanosized platelet-shaped bone-like hydroxyapatite particles, named Carbonated
HydroxyApatite (CHA), were obtained according to the protocol described by Nadine Nassif
et al. [47] (referred to as HA-2 in the referenced article). Briefly, an aqueous reaction solution containing
110 mM CaCl2 ·2H2 O, 33 mM NaH2 PO4 ·H2 O, and 33 mM NaHCO3 was prepared. The pH of this
reaction solution was adjusted to 2.2 with a 1 M HCl aqueous solution added dropwise. Two flasks
(35 mL, 50 mm in height) containing 20 mL of this reaction solution (covered by perforated Parafilm),
together with a flask containing 8 mL of a 28% w/w ammonium hydroxide solution, were placed into
a 1 L sealed beaker. The pH of the reaction solution gradually increases following the solubilization of
the ammonia gas; this leads to the precipitation of CHA. After 6 days, the precipitate was centrifuged
(6000 rpm, 10 min), washed three times with deionized water, and then dried at 37 ◦ C for 7 days
before characterization. Nanosized carbonated hydroxyapatite particles that are in the form of
needles and rods with different lengths, named CHA-needle/rod, were also obtained. They were
prepared following the same protocol except that the reaction solution was continuously mechanically
agitated during precipitation. Last, synthetic monetite and brushite samples were purchased from
commercial sources.
The solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy experiments were conducted on
a Bruker 300 MHz Avance-III spectrometer (Bruker, Billerica, MA, USA) running Topspin software.
Powdered samples were packed into 4.0 mm (o.d.) zirconia rotors and spun at 14 kHz in a 4BL
CP/MAS 1 H/BB probe. In the two-dimensional (2D) {1 H}31 P Heteronuclear Correlation (HetCor)
NMR spectra, the 1 H relaxation delay was set to 2 s; the contact time (tCP ) was set to 10 ms; and 128
scans were used in each 280 t1 increment. 1 H chemical shifts were referenced to TetraMethylSilane
(TMS) at δ1 H = 0.0 ppm, while 31 P chemical shifts were referenced to H3 PO4 (85% w/w aqueous
solution) at δ31 P = 0.0 ppm. As for the experiments in wet conditions, about 10 µL of deionized
water (CHA) or pH 4 buffer solution (monetite and brushite) has been directly added to the rotor
prior to analysis. For monetite and brushite, a pH 4 buffer solution was used instead of deionized
water to avoid their transformation. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) investigations were
performed with a FEI TECMAI G2 Spirit Twin electron microscope (Thermo Fisher/FEI, Hillsboro,
OR, USA) operating at 120 kV. Powdered samples were first dispersed in anhydrous ethanol at a
low concentration. A drop of the resulting dispersions was deposited on carbon-coated copper grids,
and TEM investigations were performed after solvent evaporation. Regarding the CHA spherulites,
they spontaneously form following the protocol described above. After 6 days of ammonia gas
diffusion, the spherulites were gently collected, dried at 37 ◦ C for two weeks, encased in epoxy resin,
and finally sectioned with an ultra-microtome into ~80 nm thin sections that were deposited on copper
grids. Cryogenic TEM investigations were performed with a Jeol 2010F microscope (JEOL Ltd., Tokyo,
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Japan) operating at 200 kV. Powdered samples were first suspended in deionized water at a high
concentration. The resulting suspensions were sonicated for 10 min, placed under gentle stirring for
1 h, and one drop was deposited on carbon-coated copper grids. The grids were cryofixed in liquid
ethane using a cryo-fixation device (EMGP-Leica, Wetzlar, Germany), and then transferred inside the
microscope with a 626DH cryoholder (Gatan, Pleasanton, CA, USA).
3. Results
A synthetic bone-like hydroxyapatite sample precipitated from in-vivo-inspired conditions [47],
named Carbonated HydroxyApatite (CHA), has been used as a proxy for bone mineral. As mature bone
mineral nanoparticles, CHA is in the form of elongated platelets with irregular shapes and dimensions
according to transmission electron microscopy (TEM) observations (Figure 1). The platelets were
here dispersed in anhydrous ethanol at a low concentration, deposited on a copper grid, dried at
ambient temperature, and then observed under vacuum. This experiment was, therefore, performed
far from in vivo conditions in terms of hydration but allows for the observation of well-dispersed
individual platelets whose largest side faces are exposed. Atomic-scale spatial proximities between
phosphorus-bearing ions and hydrogen-bearing ions and/or molecules in CHA were probed using
solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy. To this end, we used the two-dimensional
(2D) {1 H}31 P Heteronuclear Correlation (HetCor) NMR experiment (Figure 2). In this experiment,
the atomic-scale spatial proximities are detected as correlation peaks in the 2D {1 H}31 P HetCor NMR
spectra (Figure 2A,B), in which the phosphorus-bearing ions (displayed along the horizontal (F2)
dimension) are correlated with their respective hydrogen-bearing ions or molecules (displayed along
the vertical (F1) dimension, whose normalized 1 H projections are shown in Figure 2C,D). A special
rotor, which was equipped with Teflon inserts, was used to study CHA soaked in water with the aim
of mimicking the hydration conditions found in a fresh and fully hydrated bone tissue sample [15]
(Figure 2A,C). In such conditions, the presence of two correlation peaks observable at 2.9 ppm in the
F1 (1 H) dimension shows the presence of at least two different hydrogen-bearing ions or molecules
in CHA. According to their chemical shifts in the F1 (1 H) dimension, the two peaks can, respectively,
be attributed to OH− ions (observable at δ1 H = 0.0 ppm) and a large quantity of water molecules
(observable at δ1 H = 4.9 ppm). The sums of the F2 slices taken at the OH− ions and water molecules
positions in F1 reveal their respective 31 P chemical environments (Figure S1). The phosphorus-bearing
ions nearby OH− appear in the form of a narrow resonance centered at around 3 ppm, while the
phosphorus-bearing ions nearby the large quantity of water are in the form of a much broader resonance
also centered at around 3 ppm. Regarding the upper correlation peak, since its corresponding 31 P
chemical environments are in the form of a narrow 31 P NMR resonance, and a proton chemical shift of
0.0 ppm for OH− is typical of hydroxyapatite [48], this demonstrates that it can be attributed to HO−
ions near PO4 3− ions within the hydroxyapatite’s crystal lattice of the crystalline nanoparticle core [19].
In contrast, regarding the lower correlation peak, since its corresponding 31 P chemical environments
are in the form of a broad 31 P NMR resonance that closely resembles the 31 P NMR resonance of a
synthetic amorphous calcium phosphate (ACP) sample [15], it can be attributed to water molecules
strongly bound to phosphorus-bearing ions in the amorphous surface layer. Further, when CHA
is investigated in dry conditions, which is again far from in vivo conditions in terms of hydration,
the OH− signal is unchanged while the sharp and intense signal of the water molecules strongly bound
to the amorphous surface layer is no longer detected (Figure 2B,D). Instead, a broad and less intense
composite signal that spreads along the F1 (1 H) dimension from δ1 H = 5.5 ppm to δ1 H = 7–15 ppm is
now observable. This signal can respectively be attributed to residual structural water molecules and
monohydrogen-phosphate ions. These structural water molecules and HPO4 2− ions, together with
CO3 2− and Ca2+ ions [15], compose the amorphous surface layer [18] of CHA platelets. Note that
the 2D {1 H}31 P HetCor NMR spectra of CHA in wet and dry conditions closely resemble the spectra
of, respectively, fresh and dehydrated two-year-old sheep bone tissue samples [15]; this confirms
that CHA is a bone-like hydroxyapatite. The different proton signals associated with the amorphous
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surface layer that are observed in the F1 (1 H) dimensions of the 2D {1 H}31 P HetCor NMR spectra when
recorded in wet or dry conditions must be discussed. We assume that, in wet conditions, fast chemical
exchanges occur between the protons from the surface-HPO4 2− ions and those from the free water
molecules.
Considering
there is an excess of free water molecules compared to the surface-HPO4 2−5
Geosciences 2019,
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Further cryogenic TEM observations show the presence of self-organized aggregates of CHA
Further cryogenic TEM observations show the presence of self-organized aggregates of CHA
platelets in which numerous platelets are involved (Figure 4). Once again, the platelets are standing
platelets in which numerous platelets are involved (Figure 4). Once again, the platelets are standing
vertically and expose their smallest side faces. As bone mineral platelets in vivo, this organization
vertically and expose their smallest side faces. As bone mineral platelets in vivo, this organization
occurs both perpendicular and parallel to their elongated direction. Perpendicular to their elongated
occurs both perpendicular and parallel to their elongated direction. Perpendicular to their elongated
direction, 16 platelets are here regularly stacked side-by-side in the form of a ~40-nm thick “deck of
direction, 16 platelets are here regularly stacked side-by-side in the form of a ~40-nm thick “deck of
cards” in which their largest side faces are facing each other (Figure 4A). The narrow gaps, which are
cards” in which their largest side faces are facing each other (Figure 4A). The narrow gaps, which are
relatively electron-transparent and filled up with water in between platelets, are here highly visible
relatively electron-transparent and filled up with water in between platelets, are here highly visible
both in the cryogenic TEM micrograph and in its corresponding contrast intensity profile (Figure 4B).
both in the cryogenic TEM micrograph and in its corresponding contrast intensity profile (Figure 4B).
A single platelet together with both sides of its hydration shell of bound water is here about 2.6-nm
A single platelet together with both sides of its hydration shell of bound water is here about 2.6-nm
thick, which corresponds to the size of the bone mineral platelets since the majority of them are
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We further examined the importance of the platelet morphology to this self-assembly process.
We further examined the importance of the platelet morphology to this self-assembly process.
To this end, we prepared carbonated hydroxyapatite nanoparticles that are both in the form of
To this end, we prepared carbonated hydroxyapatite nanoparticles that are both in the form of
needles and rods with different lengths, named CHA-needle/rod. They were prepared from the
needles and rods with different lengths, named CHA-needle/rod. They were prepared from the inin-vivo-inspired conditions used for CHA, except that the reaction solution was continuously
vivo-inspired conditions used for CHA, except that the reaction solution was continuously
mechanically agitated during precipitation. The presence of a hydrophilic, amorphous surface
mechanically agitated during precipitation. The presence of a hydrophilic, amorphous
surface layer
layer that coats the CHA-needle/rod particles was confirmed in their
2D {1 H}31 P HetCor NMR
1
31
that coats the CHA-needle/rod particles was confirmed in their 2D { H} P HetCor NMR spectrum
spectrum (Figure S3). Hence, they must not only be coated by a rigid hydration shell of bound water
(Figure S3). Hence, they must not only be coated by a rigid hydration shell of bound water when
when soaked in water, but possibly also have self-assembly properties. To assess this, a suspension
soaked in water, but possibly also have self-assembly properties. To assess this, a suspension of CHAof CHA-needle/rod in water was examined by cryogenic TEM (Figure 6). A low-magnification
needle/rod in water was examined by cryogenic TEM (Figure 6). A low-magnification micrograph
micrograph shows that CHA-needle/rod particles also tend to aggregate in water, since some
shows that CHA-needle/rod particles also tend to aggregate in water, since some dark zones rich in
dark zones rich in needles/rods are observable (Figure 6A). These aggregates seem to be largely
needles/rods are observable (Figure 6A). These aggregates seem to be largely composed of randomly
composed of randomly oriented needles/rods, as seen in the micrograph shown in Figure S4, with rare
oriented needles/rods, as seen in the micrograph shown in Figure S4, with rare exceptions, as shown
exceptions, as shown in Figure 6B, in which a few needles/rods are locally co-oriented. Here as well,
in Figure 6B, in which a few needles/rods are locally co-oriented. Here as well, relatively electrontransparent narrow gaps (red arrows) filled up with water in between co-oriented needles/rods are
observable by cryogenic TEM (Figure 6B), but not by TEM, in which the needles/rods seem to be in
direct contact with each other (red arrows; Figure 6C–E).
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Last, since the hydrophilic, amorphous surface layer that coats bone and bone-like mineral
platelets is rich in monohydrogen-phosphate ions, we inspected whether other HPO4 2− -rich CaP
Last, since the hydrophilic, amorphous surface layer that coats bone and bone-like mineral
minerals likewise possess strong hydrophilic properties. To do this, synthetic samples of
monetite
platelets is rich in monohydrogen-phosphate ions, we inspected whether other HPO42−-rich CaP
(DiCalcium Phosphate Anhydrous, DCPA) and brushite (DiCalcium Phosphate Dihydrate, DCPD)
minerals likewise possess strong hydrophilic properties. To do this, synthetic samples of monetite
were studied in wet conditions using the 2D {1 H}31 P HetCor NMR experiment (Figure S5). Monetite
(DiCalcium Phosphate Anhydrous, DCPA) and brushite (DiCalcium Phosphate Dihydrate,
DCPD)
is composed of HPO4 2− and Ca2+ ions (CaHPO
while brushite is composed of HPO4 2− and Ca2+
4 ),
1
31
were studied in wet conditions using the 2D { H} P HetCor NMR experiment (Figure S5). Monetite
ions together with structural
H O molecules (CaHPO ·2H2 O). Again, a special rotor 2−equipped2+with
is composed of HPO42− and Ca2+2 ions (CaHPO4), while4brushite
is composed of HPO4 and Ca ions
together with structural H2O molecules (CaHPO4·2H2O). Again, a special rotor equipped with Teflon
inserts was used so that the samples remained hydrated during the analysis. Given the very low
intensity of the bound water signals at δ1H = 4.9 ppm (red arrows), it turns out that neither monetite
nor brushite are here capable of strongly adsorbing a large quantity of water molecules onto their
surfaces.
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Teflon inserts was used so that the samples remained hydrated during the analysis. Given the very
low intensity of the bound water signals at δ1H = 4.9 ppm (red arrows), it turns out that neither
monetite nor brushite are here capable of strongly adsorbing a large quantity of water molecules onto
their surfaces.
4. Discussion
Atomic-scale spatial proximities between a large quantity of water molecules and the amorphous
surface layer rich in HPO4 2− ions that coats bone-like hydroxyapatite platelets were evidenced.
To achieve this, the 2D {1 H}31 P HetCor NMR experiment was performed in wet conditions.
This solid-state NMR experiment is based on cross-polarization (CP) magnetization transfers from
1 H nuclei to nearby 31 P nuclei. Given the nature of the interactions involved in these CP magnetization
transfers (i.e., heteronuclear {1 H}31 P dipolar couplings), this large quantity of water molecules is
strongly bound to the amorphous surface layer. In other words, bone-like mineral platelets are coated
by a rigid hydration shell of bound water when soaked in water. If we draw a parallel with bone
mineral nanoparticles in vivo, we here confirm that their comparable hydration shell [15,49,51] does
not rely on the presence of bound hydrophilic bioorganic molecules but is due to the intrinsically
hydrophilic nature of their amorphous surface layer, which is rich in HPO4 2− ions. In contrast,
the surfaces of monetite (CaHPO4 ) and brushite (CaHPO4 ·2H2 O) are not capable of strongly adsorbing
a large quantity of water molecules in wet conditions according to our 2D {1 H}31 P HetCor NMR
experiments. Note that the intensity of the bound water signals in the spectra of monetite and brushite
is not directly comparable with the intensity of the bound water signal in the spectrum of CHA,
since the former are here in the form microsized crystals with relatively low specific surface areas.
However, the apparent lack of hydrophilic properties for monetite and brushite nevertheless suggests
that the hydrophilic properties of the amorphous surface layer are due to its specific chemical structure,
which is close to ACP, rather than its chemical composition. In other words, dibasic calcium phosphate
chemical environments are here not hydrophilic when they are in a crystalline form, whereas they
are highly hydrophilic at the surface of bone-like hydroxyapatite particles where they are in the form
of amorphous calcium phosphate. In this direction, the fact that the entire signal of the HPO4 2−
ions from the amorphous surface layer is not observed in wet conditions shows that their acidic
protons undergo fast chemical exchanges with the protons from the surrounding water molecules.
Interestingly, we also revealed that the chemical structure of the amorphous surface layer has been
altered following hydration, since its 31 P chemical environments have been modified. Since a simple
physisorption process, which is usually reversible, and which involves relatively weak physical forces,
should not affect the chemical structure of the surface layer, an additional scenario must be considered
here. The most likely scenario, which supports both the chemical exchanges as well as the structural
alteration, is that water molecules penetrate into the amorphous surface layer. Our results, therefore,
suggest that, in wet conditions, a large quantity of water molecules is not only strongly bound to but is
also trapped within the amorphous surface layer. Since the arrangement of ions/molecules within the
amorphous surface layer is sometimes seen as a reminiscence of the state in which the ions/molecules
were prior to their incorporation into the solid phase [52], we can assume that these additional trapped
water molecules form hydration spheres around the surface ions. Hence, the trapped water molecules
might be part of the first hydration sphere of the surface ions, while the bound water molecules might
be part of the second or third hydration sphere of the surface ions. In this configuration, we can
imagine that these hydrated ions are loosely bound to the particles’ surface, which would explain
why they are easily and reversibly exchangeable by other ions that are dissolved in the surrounding
aqueous solution [53–55].
Our cryogenic TEM observations show that bone-like hydroxyapatite platelets self-assemble
in water. This was also verified in our TEM observations of a spherulite, since they demonstrated
that this self-assembly ability is not a remnant from their growth process. When dispersed in water,
numerous bone-like hydroxyapatite platelets form organized and oriented structures similar to those
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observed in bone as schematized in Figure 7. Perpendicular to their elongated direction, up to
16 platelets were here shown stacked together in the form of a ~40-nm thick “deck of cards”, in which
their largest side faces are facing each other. Parallel to their elongated direction, it was demonstrated
that a few platelets are here aligned with each other over a distance that can reach up to 300 nm.
In comparison, 300 nm is about the size of a triple helix collagen molecule, while 40 nm is equivalent to
about half the thickness of a bone collagen fibril. It was also shown here that mineral platelets dispersed
in water sometimes form curved structures that were likewise observed in bone, and described as lacy
patterns of mineral structures [21] in which “the platelet-shaped aggregates often show a gentle twist
along their longitudinal axis, resembling the shape of a fan blade” [5]. When stacked perpendicularly
to their elongated direction, it is clear that the mineral platelets are not in direct contact with each
other, since narrow gaps in between them were evidenced. Such narrow gaps in between mineral
nanoparticles were also observed both in bone [5,24,56] and in dentin [26]. The present study along
with previous studies [15,49,51] suggest that they are most likely to be occupied by the rigid hydration
shell of bound water. In such a configuration, the hydration shell not only drives the mineral–mineral
interactions but also drives the mineral–organic interactions, which emphasizes the need to study the
macroscopic physical properties of bone from fresh and fully hydrated bone tissue samples. Regarding
the mineral–mineral interactions, the main question here is what types of attractive forces hold the
mineral platelets together in water? We showed in a previous study that the bone-like hydroxyapatite
platelets used here (CHA) have a very low electric potential at the slipping plane (ζ-potential) [15].
We, therefore, assume that the mineral platelets are held together by cooperative van der Waals forces
and hydrogen bonds between water molecules engaged in the respective rigid hydration shell of
adjacent platelets. However, due to the difficulty of obtaining a well-dispersed suspension of mineral
platelets in water because of their self-assembly ability, together with the surface ion exchanges and
the phenomenon of maturation during which the amorphous surface layer progressively transforms
into more stable apatitic environments [57], the determination of their surface charge is challenging.
Accordingly, we cannot rule out the possibility of a scenario similar to that of the layered structures
of clay mineral platelets whose surface charges are balanced by ions intercalated in the interlayer
gaps together with water molecules. Interestingly, despite the fact that they are also coated by a
hydrophilic surface layer, we showed that needle/rod-shaped hydroxyapatite particles do not form
self-organized aggregates involving a significant number of particles in water. This suggests that
mature bone mineral nanoparticles adopt this typical platelet-like morphology to maximize the shared
surface between adjacent nanoparticles so that the cooperative van der Waals forces and hydrogen
bonds mediated by the rigid hydration shell provide enough attraction to hold the nanoparticles
together. This mechanism supports the fact that the largest side faces of the platelets tend to face each
other; however, how the platelets are also aligned with each other needs to be determined. In this
direction, we showed that the platelets aligned with each other seem to be interlocked together via
a tight pairing of their basal faces. To explain this, two different mechanisms can be considered.
First, the amorphous surface layer could initially link the platelets together in an oriented manner,
and could subsequently crystalize into hydroxyapatite [58]. Second, this alignment could occur
through a mechanism of oriented attachment [59], while the curved structures may be formed by an
imperfect oriented attachment [60]. This second scenario implies that the amorphous surface layer is
not developed on the platelets’ basal faces so that the apatite lattice from adjacent platelets can match.
The prevalence of one or the other mechanism should be clarified, and, hence, high-resolution TEM
and/or in situ liquid cell TEM observations need to be made in the future.
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Figure 7. A simplified schematic drawing of the local organization of bone mineral platelets in vivo.
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5. Conclusions
Here, we not only investigated the mineral–water interactions, but also examined how interfacial
water can drive the mineral aggregation and organization process in bone. To this end, we used
bone-like platelet-shaped hydroxyapatite particles as a proxy for mature bone mineral particles. First,
our results suggest that a large quantity of water molecules must not only be strongly bound to,
but must also be trapped within, the amorphous surface layer that coats bone mineral nanoparticles.
The strongly bound water molecules are very likely to form a rigid hydration shell around the bone
mineral platelets such that their largest side faces are not in direct contact with each other. As for
trapped water molecules, they presumably form hydration spheres around the surface ions in a
configuration that is reminiscent of that of the ions prior to their incorporation into the solid phase [52].
These results give rise to the question of whether this incorporation of water molecules into the
surface could be the origin of the amorphisation of the outer surface of bone mineral nanoparticles.
In addition, our results also suggest that platelet-shaped, mature bone mineral particles are likely
to aggregate and self-assemble into organized mineral structures without recourse to bioorganic
molecules (non-collagenous proteins, collagen, or citrate). This self-assembly ability is particularly
meaningful for the mineral that is external to collagen. It could enable the bone mineral platelets to
conserve their organization throughout the winding volume that exists between disordered collagen
fibrils and fibers such that the mineral matrix can form a “continuous cross-fibrillar phase” [5]. Further,
the mechanisms by which these platelets are held together within those organized mineral structures
have been discussed. Perpendicularly to their elongated direction, there is evidence that water
molecules from the rigid hydration shells of adjacent mineral platelets drive the mineral–mineral
interactions. We assume that cohesive forces (cooperative van der Waals forces and hydrogen
bonds) between those water molecules are the main attractive forces that hold the largest side faces
of the platelets together. According to our observations from needle/rod-shaped hydroxyapatite
nanoparticles, we also proposed that this typical platelet-like morphology maximizes the shared
surface between adjacent bone mineral particles so that these cohesive forces are strong enough to
hold the particles together. Parallel to their elongated direction, it is unclear how the basal faces of the
platelets seem to be interlocked in a way such that the mineral platelets are aligned with each other.
We assume that two different options are possible: the adjacent platelets could initially be connected
through their amorphous surface layer that subsequently crystalizes into hydroxyapatite [58], or this
could also result from repeated oriented attachment events.
The results presented here and elsewhere [15,62] provide key information for further discussions
about bone biomineralization, bone poroelasticity, and even the mechanical properties of hydrated
bone. They may also form the foundation for the development of the next generation (4th generation)
of alloplasts for bone regeneration, which aspires to replicate the chemical, structural, and physical
properties of a natural bone tissue. It is also certain that the methodology used here could be very
advantageous for investigating the interactions of water with other types of minerals, including
phosphates and carbonates. This is especially the case for biological dentine hydroxyapatite [63],
biological coral [64] and nacre [65] aragonites, and sedimentary aragonite (from microbialites) [66],
for which an analogous amorphous surface layer around a crystalline particle core was also evidenced.
Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2076-3263/8/12/466/s1,
Figure S1: Individual 31 P signals of the crystalline nanoparticle core and the amorphous surface layer within
bone-like hydroxyapatite particles, together with their evolution from dry to wet conditions. Shown are the
normalized one-dimensional (1D) individual 31 P NMR signals of the crystalline nanoparticle core (left) and the
amorphous surface layer (right) of the synthetic Carbonated HydroxyApatite (CHA) particles in dry conditions
(bottom) and soaked in water (top). These individual 31 P NMR signals were extracted from the two-dimensional
(2D) {1 H}31 P Heteronuclear Correlation (HetCor) NMR spectra that are shown here. The sums of the F2 slices
taken at the OH− ions position (from δ1 H = −2 to 2 ppm) in F1 have been used to generate the individual 31 P
signals of the crystalline nanoparticle core both in dry and wet conditions. The sums of the F2 slices taken
at the bound water molecules position (from δ1 H = 3 to 7 ppm) or the residual structural water molecules
together with HPO4 2− ions position (from δ1 H = 3 to 17 ppm) in F1 have been used to generate the individual
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31 P signals of the amorphous surface layer, respectively in wet and dry conditions. Figure S2: Observations of
bone-like platelet-shaped hydroxyapatite particles seen edge-on. Transmission electron micrograph (TEM) of
the synthetic Carbonated HydroxyApatite (CHA) particles. Some of them are here standing vertically such that
their smallest side faces are exposed while their largest side faces are parallel to the electron beam. Figure S3:
Spatial proximities between phosphorus and hydrogen species within the needle/rod-shaped carbonated
hydroxyapatite particles. (A) Two-dimensional (2D) {1 H}31 P Heteronuclear Correlation (HetCor) NMR spectrum
of the synthetic needle/rod-shaped Carbonated HydroxyApatite (CHA-needle/rod) sample. Signal intensity
increases from blue to red. (B) One-dimensional (1D) 1 H projection of the vertical F1 dimension extracted
from the 2D {1 H}31 P HetCor NMR spectrum displayed in (A). Figure S4: Behavior of the needle/rod-shaped
carbonated hydroxyapatite particles in water. Shown is a representative cryogenic transmission electron
micrograph (cryo-TEM) of the synthetic needle/rod-shaped Carbonated HydroxyApatite (CHA-needle/rod)
particles dispersed in water. Figure S5: Spatial proximities between phosphorus and hydrogen species within
monetite and brushite. Two-dimensional (2D) {1 H}31 P Heteronuclear Correlation (HetCor) NMR spectra of
synthetic monetite (A) and brushite (C) samples soaked in water (pH 4). Signal intensity increases from blue to
red. Normalized one-dimensional (1D) 1 H projections of the vertical F1 dimensions extracted from the 2D {1 H}31 P
HetCor NMR spectra of monetite (B) and brushite (D). For monetite, the spatial proximities among the various 1 H
and 31 P nuclei in the HPO4 2- ions are detected as two correlation peaks observable at δ31 P = -0.2 and -1.4 ppm
in the F2 (31 P) dimension, which are both associated with two correlation peaks observable at δ1 H = 13.3 and
16.1 ppm in the F1 (1 H) dimension. For brushite, the spatial proximities among the various 1 H and 31 P nuclei in
the HPO4 2− ions are detected as a single correlation peak observable at δ31 P = 1.4 ppm in the F2 (31 P) dimension
and in the range of δ1 H = 8-15 ppm in the F1 (1 H) dimension. In addition, the structural water molecules present
in brushite are detected as a broad correlation peak observable at δ31 P = 1.4 ppm in the F2 (31 P) dimension and
centered at around δ1 H = 5 ppm in the F1 (1 H) dimension. Last, the red arrows indicate the presence of tiny
signals of bound water which are not observable is dry conditions.
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